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PRINCIPLES OF RESEARCH IN BIOLOGY
AND MEDICINE

By DWIGHT J. INGLE, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. Pp.
xv + 123. London: Pitman Medical Publishing
Co. Ltd. 1958. 30s.
In this monograph Dr. Ingle has obviously en-

joyed himself in attempting the almost impossible,
namely in discussing the Principles of Research.
But he is the first to recognise it. Two quotations
from the preface will illustrate this.
'The preparation of this book has been an

exercise in self-expression about the problems which
I find entertaining and consider to be commonly
neglected in scientific education. Important gaps
remain between what I have said and all that should
be said to students who are preparing for or are
beginning research in macrobiology and medicine;
they are the audience to whom the book is directed.
Most of the discussion of principles is elementary,
but some difficult and controversial concepts are
included here and there to challenge the reader to
further inquiry. Principles of research are best
taught in the laboratory, but many individuals live,
work and die without achieving from laboratory
experience alone an appreciation of how difficult it is
to establish a fact.'

' Although there are general principles of experi-
mental design and interpretation that can be taught,
there are no cook-book plans which permit the
skilled but unimaginative technician to deal
successfully with the unknown. The scientist
must be adaptive and creative. Experience and
varying amounts of individualised guidance are
required to feed the growth of these qualities. It is
no more possible to teach a scientist how to make a
great discovery than it is possible to teach a poet
how to write a great poem, . . . great symphony.
Creative men, including the intuitive researcher
and the great diagnostician, are usually unable to
verbalise the secrets of their artistry.'
With the aid of Lewis Carroll's 'Alice' and

Chesterton's ' Father Brown,' Dr. Ingle has
emphasised the foibles of scientists, the difficulties
in the laboratory and the restrictions upon ideas.
He has wedded a philosophical approach, intro-
ducing such simple concepts as ideas, the limitations
of the mind, the principle of causality and then
follows with an elementary approach to probability
and the meaning of words, to error and its applica-
tion to scientific study and evaluation to results.
Finally he closes with a chapter on Theory in
Biology and Medicine and a highly human one on

Human Biology within a department and its
surrounding scientific world.

Careful perusal of this short monograph will
repay the reader in putting into words, and methodi-
cally at tha:, almost all the best ways of making
mistakes in investigating a problem. A worker of
experience may tend to say 'this is all obvious.'
Nevertheless he who needs what this monograph
says will find it here.

A.St.G.H.

REFLEXOGENIC AREAS OF THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

By C. HEYMANS, M.D. and E. NEIL, M.D., D.Sc.
Pp. viii + 271 pages. London: J. & A.
Churchill Ltd. 1958. ,2 i6s.
During the course of comparatively few years

knowledge of the structure and function of the
reflexogenic areas of the cardiovascular system has
increased greatly, and the authors are to be con-
gratulated on bringing together an immense amount
of fact in a useful and critical manner.
The book is divided into three sections. Section

I is devoted to arterial baroreceptors. Not only are
the anatomical, histological, embriological and
physiological aspects considered, but also clinical
conditions involving disfunction of the sino-aortic
baroreceptors. In the second section chemo-
receptors are discussed in detail and from many
aspects. Special attention is given to the chemical
control of respiration, and the effect of drugs on
both baro- and chemo-receptors is described.
The third and shortest section is devoted to cardio-
pulmonary reflexes.
There is no doubt that the book will be of great

use to those engaged in clinical and physiological
research on the cardiovascular system. There are
nearly I,500 references, and conflicting points of
view are discussed. But the balance of the book set
the reviewer wondering what was, in fact, the aim of
the authors in writing this monograph. If it was to
produce a reference book for specialists in their
field, the authors have succeeded admirably,
especially in the historical aspects. On the other
hand, if the aim was to produce a book which would
be easily read by workers in other fields, the success
is not so marked. In this monograph ideas and
references are somewhat liable to obscure the main
theme, and although well written it does demand
one's undivided attention. To try to skip through
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some pages invites misunderstanding, and in these
hurried days a certain amount of controlled skipping
is legitimate. This difficulty could be overcome
by a short summary at the end of each section or,
preferably, each chapter so that the non-specialist
could easily keep to the main channel of reasoning
and not try to short-cut across the shoals.
The production is excellent and the many photo-

graphs beautifully clear.
W.H.H.A.

THE BRAIN AND HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
Edited by H. C. SOLOMON, M.D., STANLEY COBB,
M.D., and W. PENFIELD, M.D. Pp. xi + 564,
with 200 illustrations. London: Bailliere, Tindall
& Cox Ltd. 1958. 20os.
Every year, one particular medical annual forms

a milestone in the progress and a landmark in the
literature of neuropsychiatry. This is the Research
Publication of the Association for Research in
Nervous and Mental Disease, now in its thirty-sixth
volume. These works are quite incomparable, as
the reviews of previous volumes appearing in these
columns will testify: each highlights the tremendous
advances made in one specific line of enquiry
during twelve months' co-ordinated study by a
number of topranking medical research depart-
ments. The research programme for 956, re-
ported here, was centred upon the intriguing and
challenging problem of relating brain and be-
haviour; scientists past and present, from the
'Ancient Philosophers to Contemporary Cyber-
neticists have given their best thoughts to this
subject, in particular, to the body-mind relation-
ship. The Programme Committee wisely decided
that this aspect of the problem could well be
omitted from the discussion, so that the final work
presents an objective and scientifically rigorous
account within the committee's terms of reference.
A not inconsiderable portion of the work is neces-
sarily based on animal studies, but in these only
behaviour which is seen in the human is studied,
and in each case a very direct relationship is made
with clinical problems showing the same behavioural
patterns.
The opening chapter immediately contradicts the

aims of the programme, for in it Professor Lashley
poses the question: ' What neurological charac-
teristics constitute mind ? '. His answer, however,
is strictly neurological, and if he writes with tongue
in cheek and twinkle in the eye, he also gives the
reader an inkling of the very deepest problems that
confront neurology, leaving one in humorous in-
decisions as to whether man is merely a mosquito's
mealticket or that lord of life, the animal with the
highest glial index. Having broken the ice so
provocatively, the following 20 papers get down to
statistical brass tacks with concise but highly
detailed accounts of experiments and clinical
studies designed to throw light on the cerebral
concomitants of behaviour patterns, and especially
on localization. Studies of leucotomy give evidence

of some functions of the frontal lobes; an excellent
paper on the parietal lobes shows behaviour that
follows destruction of part or whole of these lobes,
but also provides some highly original positite data
-in monkeys all lobes save the parietals were
extirpated, and the resulting behaviour when com-
pared with that following total cortical excision
gives a very unequivocal account of exclusive
parietal lobe function. The temporal lobe received
the greatest number of independent studies, using
electrical stimulation boch cortical and subcortical,
and partial and total excision. Results in terms of
psychological changes, memory defects, clinical and
electrical responses, and other aspects of localiza-
tion are discussed. Other focal studies include the
deep sylvian areas, the periamygdaloid area, the
speech area and the corpus callosum. Further
papers provide a unified theory of cortical function,
against a background of natural and synthetic
pharmacology, neurophysiology, integrative stress
reactions, and mental illness.

It is impossible in this brief space to even cover
the contents, yet most of the contributions are
worthy of a review independently. The work
reported in these pages is executed in departments
of long-standing and enviable reputation, the
leaders of the research teams are international
authorities on their subject; we can therefore accept
their findings with confidence even if we do not
always agree with their interpretations. That their
statements range from the pontifical to the provo-
cative is a healthy sign. We learn, we question, and
we investigate . . . and in doing so widen the
boundaries of medical knowledge still further. It
is often said of American medical literature that
the quality suffers under the quantity: here in
these volumes we have an annual reminder that
American neuropsychiatric research is, at its best,
unsurpassed in both.

A PRIMER ON COMMON FUNCTIONAL
DISORDERS

By J. W. FLEMING, M.D. Pp. xvi + I174. London:
J. & A. Churchill Ltd. 1958. 36s.
This primer is directed essentially to the general

practitioner. It deals with the patients he knows,
and the symptoms that are presented in his surgery.
More importantly, it gives a very detailed descrip-
tion of the therapeutic methods necessary in treat-
ing the psychosomatic disorders, methods which
are tailor-made for the busy practitioner who has
no time for frills and no special knowledge of
psychiatry. At a time when a large number of
publications on the subject are appearing, most of
them characterized by extensive excursions into
neurophysiology, this down to earth little manual
written expressly for the man who in the first and
last instance has to deal with such disorders is a
real gem.
The early chapters cover the concepts and com-

ponents of psychosomatic medicine, and provide in


